VictorBilt Flush Glazed Fiberglass

FLEXIBILITY AND STYLE
6-8 & 8-0
THE SPEED OF “IN STOCK”

IN STOCK

- 6/8 & 8/0 1-3/4” SMOOTH FIBERGLASS DOORS IN STOCK
- LOW-E OR CLEAR IG
- GBG PATTERNS—FLAT OR CONTOUR, PICK YOUR DESIGN...
- SDL PATTERNS IN 7/8” OR 1-1/8”, PICK YOUR DESIGN...
- NOTCHED SDL BAR SETS FOR A TIGHT CLEAN LOOK AND FIT
- STOCK WIDTHS: 2-0, 2-6, 2-8, 3-0
- PREHUNG DP50 RATINGS
- ADD MULTIPOINT HARDWARE...
- DP50 / IMPACT RATED AVAILABLE

CONTACT OUR SALES TEAM TODAY:
Dealers Supply & Lumber Company
(864) 242-6571
(864) 242-0433 fax
www.victorbilt.com
flushglazed@victorbilt.com
An FSC COC Certified Company
VictorBilt Flush Glazed Door Units

Provide Beauty and Quality

Our commitment is to bring you high quality and fairly priced products. The Smooth Fiberglass doors in our Flush Glazed offering are just that, featuring 90 degree edges, not the proud edge seen in steel door or other fiberglass door manufacturers’ designs. In addition, we have the flexibility of making these doors quickly to your design needs—want a 2 wide 2 high contour GBG in Low-E IG? - we can do that, how about a prairie style SDL? No problem. We can even special order many different types of special glass to install in these doors to make your customer’s back patio just what they want without the less appealing look of lip lite inserts, and in much less time. Call us for a quote today, and remember these great features:

- 1” Insulated Glass in Clear or Low-e, & Argon
- Truseal Duralite warm edge spacer
- 5 Year Glass Warranty
- Custom Lite patterns available
- Ask for prehung with our TOTAL FRAME DEFENSE CARRIES LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY WITH $250 LABOR ALLOWANCE
- PVC Jambs
- DP 50+
- Step up your door unit by offering our Multipoint Hardware

ADD MULTIPROINT HARDWARE